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Performance Management 

Tips 
 
 
Document performance or conduct conversations on the same day you have the 
conversation.  If you wait days, weeks, or months to write down your conversation, 
your recall will have faded, and if ever challenged, your written note and memory will 
be called into question since you waited too long to document.   
 
All documentation of conversations with employees should include the date of the 
conversation, your name and title, and the employee's name and title. While this 
sounds like common sense, many managers forget to do it.  If the employee is 
experiencing the same or similar problems throughout his/her employment with your 
company, the employee's next manager may need to use your manager’s notes to help 
assess how to deal with the employee. 
 
Do not editorialize, or insert speculation into your written record – just keep it to 
objective facts, supported by specific examples.  For example, if you were to write:  
“Sally pulled her usual antics,” that fails to tell a third person what Sally did or justify 
your negative attitude towards her.  Instead, write down exactly what Sally did and 
outline the negative impact to you or the team.    
 
Always include the "take away" or action plan from any meeting in your notes. State the 
action plan you told the employee, being clear about the expectations you set for the 
employee to follow.  
 
Make notes regardless of whether or not the conversation is considered a formal 
disciplinary action under your company's discipline policies. Also, even if you’re giving 
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an employee a formal disciplinary plan, document any conversation you have with the 
employee in addition to giving the plan.    
 
If you maintain your notes on your computer, make sure it’s on your hard drive and not 
on a shared network.  Your notes are private and should not be accessible to others.   
 
Avoid managing employees through e-mail to the fullest extent that you can.  It’s fine to 
send the employee an e-mail message confirming the conversation but it does not 
substitute for having a one-on-one conversation and taking notes on it.  If an in-person 
meeting is logistically impossible, opt for a phone or videoconference exchange over 
email. 
 
When documenting anything about performance, remember to write it for a third 
person so any person can quickly understand the situation based on your note.   
 
Pass your manager's file to the next manager if you and/or the employee moves to a 
different position.   
 
 

 


